
BOGOTÁ - 4 NIGHTS – 5 DAYS

A SMILE CAN BECOME THE BEST GIFT OF YOUR DESTINATION

Bogotá is a contrastive city. The capital city of Colombia receives citizens from all over regions and countries of 

the World, that turns it in a Cosmopolitan city, rich and diverse in culture.

Let’s savor the different regions of Colombia and let’s meet the colombian’s pushing and hospitable culture. 

DAY 1: You’ll be picked up at the International Airport El Dorado to go to the city

center and to have a delightful typical breakfast of Bogota. You will can join to a

“Free Walking Tour” along the historical center of the city for appreciating its

history and culture. Once the tour is finished, you will be picked up to go to Chef

Rey Guerrero restaurant. There you’ll enjoy a gastronomic route of the best of

Colombian’s Pacific cuisine. At the afternoon we will return to the hotel to check

in and you will have the rest of the evening for resting or going out around the city

by your own. Acommodation.

DAY 2: You’ll have breakfast in the hotel and you will attend an appoinment for

your design smile in the medical Advanced Dental Esthetic Cero Estrés. After the

appointment we will pick you up to go to Zipaquira, you will have a typical lunch

there and you will enter to the famous “Catedral de Sal de Zipaquira”. At the

afternoon, we will back to Bogota and at the evening you will have a great night

life in the night tour Andres Carne de Res Chia, which is the most famous and

original Nightclub of Bogotá.



DAY 3: You’ll have breakfast in the hotel and we will drive to a nearby town later. In
Sasaima it’s waiting for you a fascination experience of the coffee’s culture. You will
appreciate the process of the coffee from the harvest until the cup. You will know all the
attributes of this product that is insignia of our country. Typical lunch. Return to Bogotá.
Acommodation.

DAY 4: You’ll have a typical breakfast in the country house and we will return to Bogotá

later. Lunch by your own. We will have an optional transfer from the hotel to the

principal shopping malls of the city. You will have time to do the shopping. At

the end of the afternoon you will have the “Caribean Experience” which will

bring you to the origin of Vallenato and you will comprehend why this type of

music has been declared as Intangible Cultural Heritage of Humanity by

UNESCO.

DAY 5: You’ll have breakfast in the hotel and you will be picked up afterwards to

go to the airport.

If you would like an extension of this itinerary ask for our options.

Thank you so much. ¡We are builders of dreams!

Remarks:

-This itinerary starts on Thursday every week

-From 2 people forward.


